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Abstract. Molecular spiders are nanoscale walkers made with catalytic DNA
legs attached to a rigid body. They move in a matrix of DNA substrates, cleaving
them and leaving behind product DNA strands. Unlike a self-avoiding walker, a
spider is able to revisit the products. However, the legs cleave and detach from
substrates more slowly than they detach from products. This difference in residence time and the presence of multiple legs make a spider move differently from
an ordinary random walker. The number of legs, and their lengths, can be varied,
and this defines the spider’s local gait, which affects its behavior in global tasks.
In this work we define an abstract model of molecular spiders, and within it we
study the efficiency of maze exploration as a function of the spider structure. For
a fixed geometry, there is an optimal setting of chemical kinetics parameters that
minimizes the mean time to traverse a maze.
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Introduction

The tasks of spatial search and exploration are among the hallmarks of intelligent behavior. Among such tasks, exploring mazes or labyrinths has a glorious history, from
the myth of Theseus to the recent maze explorations by physarum [1] and fungi [2].
But, is it possible for even simpler, not quite living agents, also to explore mazes?
The agents we will use are synthetic nanoscale walkers called molecular spiders [3,
4], which move using a mechanism of multivalent chemical interactions of their multiple legs with the environment (Section 2), in which the legs catalytically convert substrates to products, thereby extracting chemical energy from the environment. Molecular spiders may find use in biomedical applications, such as searching for clinically
relevant targets on the surface of a cell; exploring mazes is an abstraction of such walks
in unknown environments with obstacles. Ahead of constructing mazes in the laboratory, here we present simulation-based results on the speed of maze exploration by
molecular spiders. Spiders and their targets are simulated on a two-dimensional grid
of chemical sites (Section 3), corresponding to the DNA origami [5, 6] on which our
mazes will be self-assembled.
Previous studies have shown that, at a sufficiently high level of abstraction, the
main kinetic parameter governing the walking behavior of a molecular spider is the
ratio r between the residence time of a spider’s leg on a previously visited site (i.e.,
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a spent product) and the residence time on a new site (i.e., a fresh substrate) [7–10].
When r = 1, ordinary diffusion ensues; when r < 1, the motion exhibits an increasingly
strong superdiffusive transient as r decreases. Here we find that the chemical kinetics
influences the efficiency of maze exploration as well. The dependence is strong: for
two-legged walkers in our test maze, a clear optimum r value emerges at around 1:100
product-to-substrate residence time ratio (Section 4). This behavior is a consequence of
the interplay between the multivalency and the kinetic bias (Section 5): if catalysis is
absent (r = 1), two-legged walkers are slower than one-legged spiders (ordinary random
walkers); with catalysis, one-legged spiders are only ever slowed down by the longer
residence time on substrates, whereas two-legged spiders are faster for a range of values
r < 1 thanks to the emergent bias towards substrates [8, 9]. This bias may be useful in a
maze: a spider emerging for the first time from a dead end faces a T-junction, at which
it will be biased towards the unexplored path rather than the path whence it originally
came.
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Molecular Spiders

Translational molecular motors, made of proteins, are nature’s solution to the problem
of efficient molecular cargo transport across the large diameter of a cell. They walk
directionally along self-assembled, directional filaments and microtubules [11–17]. Recent advances in single-molecule chemistry have led to the development of synthetic
molecular motors [18, 19], including molecular assemblies that walk over surfaces, following fabricated or self-assembled tracks [4, 20–27]. Among them are molecular spiders, autonomous synthetic molecular motors based on catalytic DNA [3, 4].

Fig. 1: Molecular spider walking across a substrate-laden surface: “blue” substrates are
transformed into “red” products.

A molecular spider has a rigid inert body and several flexible enzymatic legs (Figure 1). We have made spiders with up to six legs, using a streptavidin or streptavidin
dimer scaffold for the body [3]. Each leg is a deoxyribozyme—an enzymatic sequence
of single-stranded DNA that can bind to and cleave a complementary strand of a DNA
substrate [28]. The hip joint between the body and a leg is a flexible biotin linkage.
When a molecular spider is placed on a surface coated with the single-stranded DNA
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substrate, its legs bind to the substrate. A bound leg can either detach from the substrate without modifying it, or it can catalyze the cleavage of the substrate, creating two
product strands. Upon cleavage the two product strands eventually dissociate from the
enzyme leg. The lower product remains bound to the surface. Because the lower product is complementary to the lower part of the spider’s leg, there is a residual binding of
the leg to the product, i.e., it is possible for a spider’s legs to visit products; however,
this binding is typically much weaker than the leg-substrate binding and thus much
shorter-lived.
The small scale of the spiders makes their direct observation difficult and necessitates detailed modelling work, which several groups have undertaken through mathematical analysis and computer-based simulations [7–10, 29–31]. The motion of a spiders can be described as a special type of random walk. Their asymptotic behavior is
diffusive, just as with ordinary random walkers. Surprisingly, however, superdiffusive
behavior is observed in the transient, and it lasts for significant amounts of time, over
which a spider covers significant distances. This has profound implications for practical applications, including for maze exploration. We showed [9] that the residence-time
bias between substrates and products causes this behavior through a micromechanism
of the spider’s switching between two states—being on the boundary of the area of fresh
substrates, and being in the area of already cleaved products. A spider on the boundary
extracts chemical energy from the landscape, moves preferentially towards fresh substrates, and thus carries the boundary along. A spider that has left the boundary and
stepped back into the products simply diffuses. Eventually this behavior dominates.
By varying the spiders’ geometry and chemical characteristics, we can optimize
how they walk. The next question is what they can do—for instance, they may transport molecular cargo, search and capture targets, or follow predesigned tracks. Here we
look at spiders following complex branching tracks, i.e., mazes. We describe models
of future experiments in which spiders released at one end of a maze (self-assembled
using DNA origami techniques) race to the goal at the opposite end. We are interested
in the end-to-end time. Alternatively, we could ask how much time it takes to explore
the entire maze—we defer this question to future work.
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Abstract Model of Molecular Spider Motion for Maze
Exploration

Spider Motion. In our model, a k-legged spider walks on a square lattice of chemical
sites. At all times, all legs are attached to sites, i.e., the reattachment process is complete
and infinitely fast—this is expedient, but a gross simplification that ignores the kinetics
of reattachment, which we treat elsewhere [10]. No more than one leg can be attached to
a site at a time (complete exclusion). A leg detaches from a site according to a Poisson
process, i.e., according to first-order chemical kinetics that describe the dissociation of
the leg DNA strand and the product DNA strand. For a leg visiting a substrate, we also
fold the kinetics of catalysis into a single detachment rate. Thus, a leg detaches at rate 1
from a product, and at rate r from a substrate. When a leg detaches from a substrate, that
substrate is transformed into a product. Once detached, the leg immediately attaches to
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another site. The new site is chosen at random from among a set of feasible locations,
and all of those are taken as equally probable.
The model admits a variety of options for the set of feasible new locations. When
a physical spider’s leg moves, it remains attached to the body, and while the body can
move, it can only do so within the constraints imposed by the remaining legs, still
attached to the surface. This can be expressed in the model as a constraint that the
new locations must be within a certain distance S from each remaining leg’s position.
Furthermore, either the kinetics of binding to a new site or the diffusion needed to reach
it can be the limiting factor for reattachment, and to express the latter case the model can
restrict the feasible new sites to be within a certain distance R from the old site (the site
from which the leg detached). A physical spider’s leg can always reattach to the site it
just left, but in a model such unproductive steps can be ruled out to expedite simulations.
In this paper we take k = 2, S = 2, and R = 1, measuring distances using the Euclidean
metric. In other words, we consider two-legged spiders with nearest-neighbor hopping.

Fig. 2: The maze used for the exploration task. Black walls are areas on the DNA
origami tile without exposed single-stranded DNA, and assumed inaccessible to the
spider. Each blue dot is a chemical site, initially a substrate. The spider starts in the top
right corner with its two legs at the two purple sites. Its goal is the bottom left corner,
where it can be trapped by uncleavable substrates, shown in green. The shortest path to
the goal is of length 197 maze tiles, or 591 inter-substrate spaces.

Maze Exploration. Onto a grid of chemical substrates we superimpose a maze grid
with a pitch of three, i.e., the tracks in the maze are three substrates wide, and the
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walls of the maze are also three sites wide, but empty. We generate random, tile-based
(with walls of finite thickness), perfect (loop-free) mazes. All results below pertain to
one particular randomly generated maze, shown in Figure 2. The size of this maze is
chosen to correspond to realistic mazes we can build in the future. We will use the
new generation of DNA origami,3 which can measure 200 nm by 300 nm. With threesubstrate-wide walking tracks and walls, the maze grid can be 21 by 31, large enough
for non-trivial mazes.
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Simulation Results

Together the spider state and the state of the entire surface represent the state of the
continuous-time Markov process for our model. We use the Kinetic Monte Carlo method [32]
to simulate multiple trajectories of this Markov process. The simulation stops when the
spider is trapped at the goal, and we record the simulated time as an observation of a
first-passage-time random variable, viz., the time it took the spider to cross the maze
from the start corner to the goal corner. The results below will show the mean first passage time, as well as the probability distribution of first passage times, estimated from
our traces.
The space of possible spider configurations is large. Here we only use the canonical
two-legged spider with nearest-neighbor hopping, i.e., k = 2, S = 2, R = 1, and a onelegged walker (normally we do not call such walkers spiders).
Before we examine the statistics, we illustrate one random trajectory of a two-legged
spider on the test maze. Figure 3 shows how many times each chemical site was visited.
The start and the large, branched dead end in the middle of the maze were the most
heavily visited areas.
In Figure 4 we show the mean time to the goal for two-legged spiders as a function
of the kinetic rate r. We vary the kinetic parameter r over 12 orders of magnitude. At r =
1 there is no distinction between substrates and products, and the motion degenerates
into a bipedal random walk [7]. Reducing r, we introduce catalysis and make substrates
“stickier”, so a leg spends more time visiting a substrate. Although this may at first
seem counterintuitive, this improves the overall performance, up to a critical value of
r ≈ 0.01. This is in agreement with our previous observations of the superdiffusive
transient in 1D spiders [9]. At r ≈ 0.01, the shortest mean time is obtained: if we are
free to design the chemical kinetics of the legs for a fixed two-legged geometry, we
should aim for this ratio. Below 0.01, the time is dominated by new substrate visits
and the mean time to the goal scales as 1/x. Usually it is assumed that r 6 1, but it
is possible (for spiders, or other walkers with different chemical structure) to have the
products be stickier than substrates, r > 1. We simulated this case as well. Performance
worsens as r is increased above 1, but it approaches an asymptote; as r → ∞, substrates
are immediately converted to products, and this has the effect of repelling the walker
backwards. In the range 0.01 < r < 10, we empirically estimate that the mean time to
the goal scales as r1/4 ; this dependence calls for further analytical studies.
To explore the utility of spiders as multivalent random walkers, we compare them
with one-legged walkers. In Figure 5, the performance of one-legged spiders uniformly
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Fig. 3: A typical exploration trajectory. The number of visits to a site is shown by shading: darker sites were visited more times. Some unvisited substrates remain (blue dots).

improves as r increases; this is similar to the results of the study of one-legged spiders in one dimension [8]. Thus, the presence of memory on the surface in the form
of kinetically differing substrates and products does not improve the performance of a
monovalent random walker. The plots answer a likely design question: if we have perfected a design for the legs and therefore fixed their chemical kinetics r, how should we
decide how many legs to attach to the spider body? If the choice is between one and
two legs, a two-legged design is advantageous whenever r . 0.1. The magnitude of the
advantage is shown in Figure 6.

4.1

Search time distribution

The mean first passage times to the goal tell only one part of the story. The complete
probability distribution of first passage times displays high variance. For two-legged
spiders, and one particular value r = 0.01, we show a histogram of the distribution in
Figure 7. The mode of the distribution is well below its mean. Similar fairly long tails
obtain for other parameters. This will be important to keep in mind in the design of
applications and laboratory experiments using molecular walkers, whenever the task is
of a first-passage-time flavor.
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Fig. 4: Mean first passage time to the goal: two-legged spiders (k = 2). Note the log-log
scale. The lines drawn in are visually estimated asymptotes (for < 0.001, 1200 × r−1 ;
for 0.05 < r < 10, 1.9 × 106 × r0.25 ; and for r → ∞, 3.5 × 106 ) and the minimum mean
first passage time of 7.3 × 105 , obtained at r = 0.01.
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Fig. 5: Mean first passage time to the goal for one- and two-legged spiders, focusing on
the (chemically most plausible) range of r values between 0.001 and 1.
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Fig. 6: Advantage of multivalency. Shown is the ratio of mean first passage time for
two- and for one-legged spiders.
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Fig. 7: Probability distribution of first passage times for k = 2 and r = 0.01. Histogram
based on 14395 sample trajectories.

4.2

The effect of the gait

Note added in print. It is possible to improve search times further by changing the
structure of the walker. More legs can be added, but the basic model above turns into a
shuffling gait, or even blockage, if too many legs are added. One way to resolve the issue
is by lengthening the legs. Another way is to use the “quick” spiders model, in which
the moving leg samples a space independent of its previous position, and only constrained by the attachment points of the remaining legs—this model is more physically
realistic, reflecting the separation of time-scales between the fast physical equilibrium
of the spider’s body and legs, and the slower chemical processes of DNA hybridization
and catalysis. Here we show the outcome with quick spiders having four legs, and leg
lengths 1.35, i.e., k = 4, S = 2.7, R = ∞; this configuration corresponds to the laboratory
experiments with NICK 4.4A molecular spiders [3]. Now the multivalency is beneficial
as soon as r . 0.5, and the optimum r is 0.05. Serendipitously, this value is close to
0.04, which is our estimate of the r parameter from our measurements of the NICK
4.4A spiders.
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Discussion

The simulations used a fixed and relatively small maze. Its size, of course, was chosen
to be physically realistic, but we expect that varying the size will influence the optimizing r values, because a larger or smaller portion of the superdiffusive transient will
be exploited. It remains to be seen if, under laboratory conditions, it will be possible
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Fig. 8: Searching with four-legged “quick” spiders. (One- and two-legged spiders are
left in for comparison.)

to exploit the superdiffusive transient or if, at the scale dictated by such conditions, the
motion will be dominated by the diffusive asymptotics. Even in the latter case, however,
the effective diffusion coefficient will be governed by the details of the gait; therefore, it
will be useful to explore a variety of randomly generated mazes, including non-perfect
ones (with loops), and differing track widths, to understand the interplay between maze
geometry and the spider kinematic constraints such as k, S, and R.
Elsewhere we have studied the behavior of multiple molecular spiders released at
a point source on an infinite 1D lattice [30]. Multiple spiders injected at the start and
absorbed at the goal may search more efficiently than a single spider, and we intend to
study this scenario as well.
A number of assumptions had to made to reduce the complex interactions of physical molecular spiders on DNA origami tiles, which have not yet been fully experimentally characterized and understood, to a tractable mathematical model amenable to
efficient computer simulation and parameter space exploration. We will use finer-grain
models [10] to refine these initial results.
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